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ABSTRACT
The simplicity of the holographic stereogram (HS) makes it an at-
tractive option in comparison to the more complex coherent com-
puter generated hologram (CGH) methods. The cost of its sim-
plicity is that the HS cannot accurately reconstruct deep scenes
due to the lack of correct accommodation cues. The exact nature
of the accommodation cues present in HSs, however, has not been
investigated. In this paper, we provide analysis of the relation be-
tween the hologram sampling properties and the perceived accom-
modation response. The HS can be considered as a generator of a
discrete light field (LF) and can thus be examined by considering
the light ray oriented nature of the hologram diffracted light. We
further support the analysis by employing a numerical reconstruc-
tion tool simulating the viewing process of the human eye. The
simulation results demonstrate that HSs can provide accommoda-
tion cues depending on the choice of hologram segmentation size.
It is further demonstrated that the accommodation response can be
enhanced at the expense of loss in perceived spatial resolution.

Index Terms — Holographic stereogram, light field, accom-
modation

1. INTRODUCTION

In stereoscopic 3D displays, the conflict of visual cues due to their
inability to deliver the accommodation (focus) cues results in the
so-called vergence-accommodation conflict. Due to this problem,
several alternative 3D display techniques have been proposed to
resolve this issue, including light field [1, 2] and holographic dis-
plays [3, 4]. These methods can provide a wide variety of the
visual cues required for 3D perception, including motion paral-
lax, occlusions and accommodation cues. In holographic display
methods the coherent accurate representations, such as the phase-
added stereogram [5], rely on intrinsic information about the ob-
ject shape and location, either through a model description (e.g.
point cloud or polygon mesh) or depth information (e.g. depth
maps). The accurate location allows such methods to provide ac-
curately the focus cues even for scenes with pronounced depth
(i.e. deep scenes) [6]. However, the requirement for object in-
formation limits the usability of these methods often to synthetic
scenes or to a cumbersome capture procedure and equipment for
a real scene. Incoherent image-based CGHs provide a simplified
solution to this issue at the cost of 3D reconstruction accuracy.
In particular, the HS [7] is a widely utilized model due to its use
of only images and fast computation. However, it is widely ac-
knowledged that the HS cannot provide correct accommodation
cues in the case of deep scenes [8, 9, 10]. The exact properties of
the accommodation cues provided by HSs based on the parame-
ters of the hologram, in addition to the range for which the correct
accommodation response is achieved, has not been provided yet.

The objective of this paper is to study the accommodation
properties of HSs. The characterization of such properties has

been analyzed in [11] for 3D ray-based LF displays, which rely on
ray optics formalism of light. Here we carry out a similar analysis
to examine the effects of hologram parameters on the accommo-
dation response of HSs. The theoretical analysis is supplemented
with simulations of a human viewer perceived images, obtained
through a wavefield propagation-based pipeline taking into ac-
count the properties of the human visual system (HVS). The re-
sults of this paper can be utilized as guidelines for determining
the parameters of HSs and the recorded scene in accommodation
critical applications.

2. HOLOGRAPHIC STEREOGRAM

The HS represents the content recorded on the hologram, i.e. the
complex wavefield of the 3D scene, as a collection of planar wave
segments, which together form a piecewise approximation of the
complete wavefield. Thus, the HS object field (in 1D for simplic-
ity) is defined along the hologram plane x as

OHS(x) =

M∑
m=1

rect

(
x−m∆x

∆x

)

×
P∑
p=1

√
L[m, p] exp (j2πfmpx x), (1)

where rect is the rectangular function, ∆x is the holographic ele-
ment (hogel) size, M is the total number of hogels, P is the total
number of LF samples within a hogel, fmpx is the spatial frequency
value and L[m, p] is the intensity of a discrete LF sample atm∆x
and p∆u (see Fig. 1). The planar wavefronts are emitted to dif-
ferent directions from the hologram plane based on their spatial
frequencies fx, which can be interpreted as diffraction angles θx
along the x-axis, based on the grating equation

sin θx = λfx, (2)

where λ is the wavelength of the monochromatic light. That is, by
interpreting the set of plane wave segments as a set of light rays
according to their propagation direction, the HS can be considered
to be information-wise equivalent to a discrete LF, where the holo-
gram plane is sampled at the hogel centers and a collection of light
rays is emitted in directions specified by the hologram parameters.
Each hogel contains several hologram pixels, thus segmenting the
hologram. The hologram generation can be accelerated by real-
izing the inner sum in Eq. 1 as an inverse discrete Fourier trans-
form. Thus, fast Fourier transform (FFT) based implementation
is very commonly utilized and should, therefore, be considered in
the analysis. Although in the FFT-based implementation the spa-
tial frequency grid is fixed, which introduces quantization error,
the following analysis is valid for both cases.

The hologram pixel pitch ∆ξ defines the largest spatial fre-
quency content the hologram is able to produce and thus the max-
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Figure 1: The HS is parametrized by discrete locations on two
planes: the hologram plane (x, y) and a parametrization plane
(u, v) (a). Plane wave decomposition of the HS (b).

imum diffraction angle θmax, which is defined as

θmax = arcsin
λ

2∆ξ
. (3)

The spatial frequency sampling within a hogel is uniform and is
dictated by the size of the hogel ∆x. According to Eq. 2, this
corresponds to a non-uniform sampling step in the angular do-
main, especially for large angles. However, the main contribution
to the angular sampling ∆θ is due to the hogel size ∆x and can
be, therefore, estimated as

∆θ ≈ arcsin

(
λ

∆x

)
. (4)

The angular sampling is vital in terms of the accommodation re-
sponse of the human eye viewing the hologram, as it determines
how accurately a hogel can direct the plane waves in the desired
direction. Based on the given angular resolution, in one dimen-
sion, we define the total number of planar wavefront segments
(correspondingly rays) that can be accurately directed inside the
eye pupil from a given hogel as

Nθ =
D

zeye tan ∆θ
, (5)

where D is the pupil diameter and zeye is the distance between
the pupil and the hologram. On the other hand the hogel size de-
termines the perceived spatial resolution, which is usually chosen
according to the properties of the HVS. When the human eye is
assumed to be a diffraction limited imaging system, the minimum
resolvable distance between two points at distance zeye is defined
by the Rayleigh criterion as [12]

∆HV S
x = 1.22

λzeye
D

. (6)

That is, for a given eye pupil sizeD and intended viewing distance
zeye, ∆HV S

x is the upper limit for the hogel size which will still
ensure that the perceived spatial resolution is maximized. Please
note that such choice of hogel size results in Nθ ≈ 1 according
to Eq. 5. Thus, due to the trade-off between the angular and spa-
tial resolutions, one should sacrifice from the spatial resolution to
improve the angular resolution. As will be shown in Sec. 3, this
is indeed necessary to enhance the accommodation response and
thus maintain correct focus cues.

Another factor to consider in the accommodation analysis is
the number of planar wavefront segments emitted from multiple
different hogels, for a given 3D point, and intercepted by the eye.
The number of such wavefront segments Nh is defined for point
at depth zp away from the hologram plane as

Nh =

∣∣∣∣ zp
zeye − zp

∣∣∣∣ D∆x . (7)

If the pupil size D and viewing distance zeye are fixed, Nh in-
creases as the point is moved further away from the hologram
plane. Increasing hogel size, on the other hand, reduces Nh con-
trary to Nθ . Please note that Nh corresponds to the parameter de-
fined as the ray density (number of rays incident in the eye pupil)
in the context of ray-based LF displays [11].

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The theoretical analysis is validated by generating HSs with vary-
ing parameters and simulating the images perceived by a human
eye viewing the hologram at a certain location, focusing at differ-
ent depths of the scene. These view simulations are implemented
by utilizing numerical Fresnel propagation [13] and simulating
the HVS as a sensor (retina) behind a thin circular lens (pupil).
The eye can be set to focus at different depths by altering the fo-
cal length of the lens, thus modifying its transmittance function
T (s, t). The image intensity values I(u, v) are retrieved from the
wavefield at the sensor plane as

I(u, v) = |Fl{T (s, t)Fd{OHS(x, y)}|2, (8)

where Fz is the Fresnel propagation operation by distance z, l is
the sensor-retina distance of the simulated eye and d is its distance
from the hologram plane.

We simplify the simulations to a 1D case, which is a valid
assumption since the Fresnel kernel is separable. A single point
source of light is placed in the recorded scene and the correspond-
ing (1D) HS object field is generated. The process is repeated for
several different depths of the point (w.r.t. the hologram plane).
The simulated eye is set to focus at different depths to obtain a set
of perceived point spread functions (PSFs). These can be utilized
to evaluate the perceived sharpness of the point as a function of
focus distance. Furthermore, by studying the modulation transfer
function (MTF), which is defined as the magnitude of the Fourier
transform of the PSF, at various spatial frequency ranges, the scene
depth at which the eye is most likely going to focus can be deter-
mined for each different point depth. Namely, the focus distance
which maximizes the MTF in the given range is estimated as the
distance where the human eye would accommodate [11]. Please
note that in this paper we do not consider the gradient of the MTF
while assessing the accommodation distance, though a narrower
MTF peak can be expected to provide a stronger accommoda-
tion trigger than a wide and shallow peak. The estimate is then
compared to the correct depth of the point source and the shift in
accommodation is evaluated, which can be compared to the depth-
of-field of the HVS to determine the correctness of the provided
accommodation cue.
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Figure 2: Values of Nh as a function of point distance from the
hologram plane for four different Nθ values.

Let us utilize the following experimental setup. A point is
placed at a distance zp away from hologram plane, from 100 mm
in front to 280 mm behind the hologram at 10 mm intervals. The
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Figure 3: Accommodation shift for regular HSs. Four differ-
ent spatial frequency values and four different hogel sizes (cor-
responding to four different Nθ values).

z-axis is defined to be positive in front of the hologram plane (i.e.
between the viewer and the hologram). The point distance with
respect to the hologram plane ∆d is determined (in diopters) as

∆d =
1

zeye
− 1

zeye − zp
. (9)

Thus, the range of ∆d values for the chosen point distances is ap-
proximately between -1.6 and 1.6 diopters, where 0 diopters cor-
responds to the depth of the hologram plane. The simulated eye
(D = 5 mm) is placed at distance zeye = 300 mm and is focused
at a distance zf at an oversampled grid with respect to the point
locations (by a factor of 4). For each zp and zf , the perceived PSF
is obtained through the simulation tool. We evaluate the MTF at
spatial frequencies 5, 10, 15 and 20 cycles per degree (cpd), as
all of these values are reproducible by the chosen HS configura-
tions and are also relevant in terms of the HVS contrast sensitivity
[14]. For a given spatial frequency above, we actually evaluate
the corresponding response by integrating the set of MTF values
in the range of [-2.5, 2.5] cpd. As a result, the MTF values are
assessed as a function of zp and zf for a discrete set of spatial fre-
quencies. The value of zf maximizing the MTF is evaluated, and
thus, for each zp an estimate of the likely HVS focus distance ẑf
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Figure 4: Accommodation shift for FFT HSs. Four different spa-
tial frequency values and four different hogel sizes (corresponding
to four different Nθ values).

is obtained. The simulation is replicated for different hogel sizes,
corresponding to four different Nθ values from 1 to 4. For the
specified point depth range [-280, 100] mm with respect to holo-
gram plane, the corresponding ranges of Nh values for these four
cases of Nθ are given in Fig. 2.

The experimental results for regular HSs are presented in Fig.
3. As can be seen from the accommodation shift values, increasing
the hogel size preserves the correct accommodation cues further
away from the hologram plane. On the other hand, the smallest
hogel size (corresponding to slightly denser sampling than ∆HV S

x )
has large accommodation shift already at very small depth values,
indicating the lack of correct accommodation cues immediately
as the objects are moved away from the hologram plane. Further-
more, the general trend regarding the relation between hogel size
and accommodation shift is present also in FFT-based HS, as seen
in Fig. 4. If the shift in accommodation exceeds a threshold of
0.3 diopters, the accommodation cue is outside the HVS depth-of-
field and can be considered to be incorrect [15]. The results for the
low spatial frequencies (5 and 10 cpd) suggest that even two views
within the pupil extent can provide correct accommodation cues,
though at a very limited range (approximately between -0.6 . . . 0.4
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Figure 5: Comparison of perceived PSFs given two different hogel
sizes corresponding toNθ = 1 andNθ = 4 at different values of zf
for a point at zp = -100 mm.

diopters away from hologram plane). Significant improvement in
terms of accommodation is gained with hogel sizes correspond-
ing to Nθ = 3 and Nθ = 4, which are able to maintain correct
cues within (almost) the complete evaluated range of -1.6 . . . 1.6
diopters away from hologram plane. It should be noted, though,
that in these cases the perceived spatial resolution is reduced by a
factor of 0.4 or 0.3 relative to the Rayleigh diffraction limit, effec-
tively increasing the pixel size by 2.5 and 3.3 times in comparison
to what the HVS could resolve. On the other hand, simulation
results also indicate that at this range of hogel sizes, the angular
resolution is the dominant factor in determining the accommoda-
tion response. Thus, increasing Nh has no similar positive effect
on the accommodation response as in the case of ray-based LF
displays [11], where the angular resolution of lenses (which cor-
respond to hogels in HSs) is quite high compared to HSs.

The noise in the two larger spatial frequency results makes
them less conclusive, yet a similar ordering between hogel sizes
and general trend as in the lower frequency results can be seen,
albeit the accommodation shift exceeds the acceptable threshold
already at lower point depth values. Interestingly, in the case of
Nθ = 1 and Nθ = 2, the accommodation shifts start to drop for
point depths after around 0.4 diopters. Fig. 5 further illustrates
different PSFs (vertical slices) for different focused depths given
in the horizontal axis. In this figure it can be seen more clearly that
for low angular resolution, sharper PSFs are observed at further
(more negative) focal depths, which results in failure of produc-
ing correct accommodation cues. Further analysis of this effect
is required. It is, however, outside the scope of this paper and as
such left as future work. For higher Nθ , on the other hand, the
behaviour of PSFs justifies the availability of focus cues.

4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented analysis of the accuracy of accom-
modation cues in HSs. Specifically, we have examined the effects
of hogel size by utilizing the ray-based interpretation of the holo-
gram and characterizing the number of wavefront segments (cor-
responding to light rays) incident the viewer’s pupil extent. The
numerical simulations employing Fresnel propagation to evaluate
the perceived accommodation shift have verified the analysis as-
sumptions, thus indicating the presence of correct accommodation
cues at a limited range based on the chosen hogel size. Criti-
cally, increasing the number of wavefront segments seen from a
single hogel by the eye improves such cues. Furthermore, when
compared to the minimum resolvable distance between two points
of the human eye, a trade-off between accommodation and per-
ceived spatial resolution is seen. That is, if the perceived spatial
resolution is maximized by choosing the hogel size according to

the Rayleigh criterion, the depth range for correct accommoda-
tion cues is extremely limited, and extending this range requires
sacrificing spatial resolution. Importantly, we have demonstrated
that correct accommodation cues can be provided by HSs. More-
over, HS displays that can provide a limited accommodation re-
sponse to the viewer can be designed, thus permitting their use
in applications where accurate 3D perception particularly regard-
ing accommodation is required, without needlessly increasing the
complexity of the model by including model information.
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